e mechanical characteristics of siltstone under high static load and frequent dynamic disturbance were investigated by the improved split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB), which is used to simulate the failure phenomenon of the extracted ore drift owing to high stress concentration and blasting disturbance in Dongguashan copper mine at the depth of more than 900 m. e maximum dynamic strain, dynamic stress, and dynamic deformation modulus of rock of each impact were researched to provide theoretical basis for mining production. e results show that the dynamic stress-strain curves of siltstone before the peak stress present two characteristics of linear and nonlinear variation and different degrees of resilience after the peak stress under high static stress and frequent dynamic disturbance. e strain rate rises in a linear trend with the increasing times of dynamic disturbance, but the value of the strain rate is approximately constant in the process of one impact. With the increase of the strain rate, the maximum dynamic strain rises at the same static stress, while the peak dynamic stress and dynamic deformation modulus decrease linearly. Because the inner stored elastic energy of rock determines the value of resilient strain after unloading, the elastic energy may increase with the increase of static axial stress in a certain range and then the resilient strain increases. Accumulative times of dynamic disturbance and static axial stress show the relationship that the former is obviously reduced with the increase of the later.
Introduction
With the rapid development of science and technology and the increase of large deep rock engineering, the mechanical characteristics of deep rock mass under complex mechanical environment have been a frontier issue in today's world [1, 2] . Actually, domestic and foreign scholars have made remarkable achievements aimed at the issue with a large number of experimental studies. For example, the SHPB test device was improved by Li et al., and they also used the device to complete the test of static-dynamic coupling loading of the rock under the high strain rate [3] [4] [5] . is provides the experimental equipment foundation for the research of the dynamic characteristics of deep siltstone under high static stress and frequent dynamic disturbance. Some scholars have studied the failure mode of rocks under static-dynamic coupling loading, which provides a reference basis for determining the moment of the ultimate instability failure of rocks in this research. For example, Yin et al. [6] [7] [8] investigated the failure mode of the rock under static-dynamic coupling loading by the same device. e results show that the failure mode of rock samples under the combined load of static and dynamic is affected by preload axial compression and impact load, and the failure type is "V" or "X." e study also found that the failure modes of rock samples are combined shear failure or tensile failure when the impact load energy is low, but the failure modes of rock samples become tensile failure when the impact load energy is high. And the failure size of the rock sample is uniform when the preloading static load is low, but the failure size of the rock sample is a great disparity when the preloading static load is high. e above research results lay a foundation for determining the failure mode of rock samples under high static stress and frequent dynamic disturbance. Ma et al. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] analyzed deformation, strength characteristics, failure mode, and energy dissipation of the rock by the experimental studies on sandstone of comparatively better integrity and uniformity under unidimensional, two-dimensional, or three-dimensional high stress and dynamic loading. It is found that the dynamic compressive strength and energy consumption of rocks increase with the increase of preload axial compression or the ratio of axial pressure to confining pressure. And the specimen radius has direct correlation with the test result, and the diameter of the rock sample selected in the dynamic test results in different deformations and failure characteristics. e damage of rock samples is more serious, and the deformation of rock samples is more discrete when the specimen radius is larger.
e above research results provide references for the selection of rock sample diameter and the analysis of dynamic mechanical properties in the dynamic test. ere are some scholars who have also conducted researches on the mechanical properties of rocks under static, dynamic, and static combined loads. For instance, Kinoshita et al. [15, 16] proposed and fixed a constitutive model of rock, which is suitable for the dynamic load. Green et al. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] indicated that the mechanical properties of rock show great differences when the rock is subjected to static load, dynamic load, or static-dynamic coupling load through the theoretical research and experimental results. Du et al. [22] [23] [24] have studied the changing rules of the dynamic and static characteristics of rock, which took into account the shape, interface, and internal and external forces of hollow rock samples. Based on the sample shape factor, some equations were proposed for calculating rock strength. It was found that the triaxial compressive strength of hollow rock increases with the increase of external pressure. ese research works reveal that the mechanical characteristics of rocks are different with the different mechanical environments, which further indicates that it is of certain significance to study the dynamic characteristics of deep rock under high static stress and frequent dynamic disturbance.
e progress and safety of rock mass engineering construction are directly affected by the mechanical characteristics of rock under high static stress and frequent dynamic disturbance. erefore, theoretical analysis, rock dynamics test, numerical simulation, and other methods are used by scholars to study the dynamic characteristics of deep rocks. Cheng and Yang [25] , Tan et al., [26] and Tao et al. [27] discussed the variety of peak stress, peak strain, and elastic modulus with the increasing dynamic disturbance times and investigated dynamic characteristics of skarn under high static stress and frequent dynamic disturbance. Yin et al. [6] found that high axial pressure and confining pressure were of great significance to the failure mode of rock with impact disturbance. Manouchehrian and Cai [28] , Li et al. [29] , and Hu et al. [30] have studied the rockbursts near fault regions in deep tunnels under static and dynamic loads, the velocity and the released kinetic energy of failed rocks, the failure zone around the tunnel, and the deformed mesh were presented and used to identify stable and unstable rock failures. At the same time, it is found that the dynamic damage of the roof and floor of the deep buried tunnel is more likely to occur under the disturbance of the blasting load. e above research provides engineering background and theoretical basis for the research of the dynamic characteristics of deep rock. e numerical simulation method was used by Zhu et al. [31] [32] [33] [34] to study the damage mechanism, fracture mode, and failure characteristics of rocks under frequent dynamic disturbance. It was found that dynamic disturbance is one of the most important factors to trigger rockbursts in deep rock mass. It is also proved that the homogeneity of rock is a nonnegligible index when the numerical simulation method is used to predict the dynamic strength of deep rock. Li et al. [35] and Wang et al. [36] further explored the failure characteristics of coal and rock mass under frequent dynamic disturbance and found that the dynamic strength of saturated coal increases with the increase of confining pressure and is more obvious than that of natural coal. e above research further indicates that the research of this topic has certain guiding significance to engineering practice. In a word, although the mechanical characteristics of rock under impact load have made a certain degree of achievements, the research on dynamic characteristics of deep rock involves less in the circumstances of high static stress and frequent dynamic disturbance.
e method of open stope mining with delayed filling is adopted to deep ore body in Dongguashan copper mine, and part of the extracted ore drift is located in the silt sandstone. According to the combined action of high stress concentration and frequent dynamic disturbance, surrounding rock of the stope bottom structure is destroyed seriously. In reality, using concentrated stress and blasting disturbance effectively to exploit the deep ore body or avoid a series of disadvantage is an urgent problem that needs to be solved in Dongguashan copper mine presently. erefore, the study on the mechanical properties of rock under high static stress and frequent dynamic disturbance is of great significance to practical engineering.
Test Condition and Scheme

Rock Specimens.
e specimens of siltstone used in the test were drilled at the depth of more than 900 m in Dongguashan copper mine, and the selected site is located in the extracted ore drift of the ore body footwall. e surface of the compact rock core with no obvious microcracks should be a first choice. In order to ensure the accuracy of test data, all test specimens were processed strictly in accordance with rock mechanical testing requirements. So, the specimens were made with the dimensions of 50 mm × 50 mm, and the no parallelism and the no perpendicularity were both less than 0.02 mm by means of polishing at both ends carefully.
Due to the effect of transverse inertia, the elastic wave generates dispersion when the elastic wave propagates in the slender bar. Li and Gu [37] found that the dispersion effect of waves could be reduced by adjusting the length-diameter ratio of rock samples. At the same time, the inertia effect is serious when the rock sample is too long, and the end effect is too large when the rock sample is too short. e rock sample, the incident bar, and the transmission bar were subjected to impact loading with the same area in the impact disturbance test, so the diameter of the rock sample is equal to the diameter of bar, and it is 50 mm. Finally, the rock sample length-diameter ratio of the impact disturbance test was 1 : 1; namely, the size of the rock sample was 50 mm × 50 mm.
Test Equipment.
e test equipment based on the improved SHPB device can successfully provide both static pressure and dynamic pressure at the medium-to-high rate, and the structure diagram is shown in Figure 1 [38, 39] . e test system is mainly composed of heterotype impact hammer, incident bar, transmission bar, buffer bar, pressure loading unit, and oscilloscope. e material quality of heterotype impact hammer, incident bar, transmission bar, and buffer bar is 40 Cr alloy steel of high strength, the longitudinal wave velocity is 5547 m/s, the density is 7.8 t/m 3 , the elastic modulus is 240 GPa, and the uniaxial compressive strength is 800 MPa.
e heterotype impact hammer is placed in a conical bullet to obtain a stable halfsine wave loading and eliminate the oscillation. e diameter of the specimen is the same as that of the input bar or output bar, and the loading wave is a half-sine wave under the approximate constant strain rate [37, 40, 41] . e data of each test are collected by the DL-750 oscilloscope and CS-1D ultradynamic stain gauge.
In this test, the value of loaded static stress can be controlled by the hand-actuated oil hydraulic pump, and the loading rate remains 0.5 MPa/s. In addition, the impact air pressure can be adjusted by the amount of nitrogen in the punch device of launch, and the specific physical diagram about the loading device of static axial stress and the generating device of impact air pressure is shown in Figure 2 .
Test Principle.
In Figure 1 , the incident strain and reflected strain signal were measured by strain gauge A 1 , while the transmission strain signal was measured by strain gauge A 2 . Based on the hypothesis that propagation of elastic waves in a slender rod under one-dimensional stress is undistorted, the dynamic stress, strain rate, and strain formula of the sample are as follows [37, 41] :
where σ I (t), σ R (t), and σ T (t) are the incident stress, reflected stress, transmitted stress at t of the impact process, respectively; σ s (t), _ ε s (t), and ε s (t) are the dynamic stress, strain rate, and strain of the specimen, respectively; A is the cross-sectional area of the elastic bar; A S is the cross-sectional area of the specimen; E is the elastic modulus of the bar; C is the wave velocity of the elastic bar; and l is the length of the specimen.
Test Scheme.
e main purpose of the experiment is to study the dynamic characteristics of deep siltstone under the combined action of high static stress and frequent dynamic disturbance.
e high axial stress of the reserved point column in deep mining can be simulated by high prestatic stress in test with the axial pressure loading device, while the small disturbance of blasting excavation of rock can be simulated by the impact of the heterotypic impact hammer driven with air pressure. In order to determine the value of prestatic axial pressure, the British Instron 1346 electroservo controlled testing machine was utilized to conduct the uniaxial compressive strength test, and the test results are shown in Table 1 .
For simulating the condition of high static stress, the specimen is required to bear the static stress which approaches the value of static peak strength of rock as far as possible. However, there is large discreteness of test data and heterogeneity of the rock structure from Table 1 , so the highest static stress is 65 MPa to guarantee the test effectiveness with a limited number of specimens. In order to ensure specimens can withstand repeated impact and the stress distribution is in accordance with practical engineering, the prestatic axial compressive stress value is 35 MPa, 45 MPa, 55 MPa, and 65 MPa, respectively, which corresponds to the value of 44.85%, 57.67%, 70.49%, and 83.30% of uniaxial compressive strength. In this test, the minimum impact air pressure is selected to simulate frequently dynamic disturbance, namely, 0.4 MPa. Before the impact test, the two ends of the rock sample were buttered, and then the heterotype impact hammer was placed in a fixed position in the launching chamber. e oscilloscope is used to record test data in the process of each impact, and the prestatic axial stress must adjust after each impact and then the above operation is repeated until the specimen is completely broken. e specific test model of loading mechanic is shown in Figure 3 . Advances in Civil Engineering 3
Experimental Results and Analysis
Experimental Results.
During the test, the strain signal was measured by the strain gauge on the incident bar and transmission bar, and the stress-time curve is drawn as Figure 4 . e stress signal was converted into the incident stress, reflection stress, and transmission stress. Mechanical parameters of rock were calculated according to formulas (1)-(3). In the impact test, the rock sample was installed between the incident bar and the transmission bar, and the impact signal was generated inside the sample when the incident bar was in contact with the rock sample at the same cross section under impact load. At this moment, the stress equilibrium between incident, transmitted, and reflected waves can be verified by the stress wave signal. Figure 4(b) shows the stress-time curve of rock sample ss1-3 under high static stress and dynamic impact load. e amplitude of the incident wave is basically equal to the amplitude of the transmitted wave in Figure 4 (b), and it indicates that the stress wave is balanced during the impact test. Figure 4 shows that the waveform of the incident wave is basically consistent, while the waveform of the reflected wave is different. At the same time, the transmitted wave decreases with the increasing dynamic disturbance times.
e main reason for this is that although each impactive air pressure is constant, the contact surface between the specimen and incident bar is different, as well as the internal integrity. e reason for the difference in contact is that the damage degree of rock samples is different after each impact disturbance. e number and length of crack on the end face of the rock sample increase with the increase of impact times. erefore, the contact surface between the specimen and incident bar is different.
e test data were processed in the light of the above principle, and the processed results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 5 . e number, prestatic axial pressure, static stress, and accumulative impact times of final failure of each specimen are presented in Table 2 under dynamic disturbance. However, because there are a number of impact times of each specimen, in order to make the curves more clear, only part of dynamic stress-strain curves is drawn in Figure 5 in the way of approximately the same space between adjacent curves. e numbers on curves represent impact disturbance times.
In Table 2 , the accumulative impact times refer to the total number of disturbance impacts on rock samples when the rock samples were under high static load. In this paper, the macroscopic failure state of the rock sample in the dynamic test is defined as the state that the rock sample cannot withstand both in high static load and impact disturbance. e macroscopic failure of rock samples occurred during impact or occurred under the action of prehigh static load after impact, and these are considered to be the ultimate failure state of rock samples in the dynamic test. After the impact disturbance, there is a state in which the rock sample cannot withstand the axial high static load, and the state can be defined as the state of the macroscopic failure occurred under impact. Figure 5 shows that the dynamic stress rises with the increasing dynamic strain before the peak dynamic stress under the condition of a certain static axial stress but in two types of rise trends of the dynamic stress under the conditions of a different constant axial static stress. e stress exhibits a nonlinear relation of dynamic strain under the static axial stress of 35 MPa, 45 MPa, and 65 MPa, but the relation between stress and strain is linear under the static axial stress of 55 MPa. e main reason for the nonlinear relationship is that both the elastic deformation and plastic deformation produce in the specimen in the process of dynamic impact, and comparatively, the reason for linear relation is that the elastic deformation produce only.
Characteristics of Dynamic Deformation.
Dynamic stress-strain curves appear in different degrees of resilience after peak dynamic stress. In the dynamic impact loading stage, the specimen stores elastic energy in its internal with elastic deformation, so the loaded dynamic stress decreases after dynamic peak stress; when it is less than the internal stored elastic stress of the specimen, part of strain is recovered after dynamic peak stress, which means there is a resilient strain.
Variation Law of Strain Rate.
It is difficult to measure the strain rate of the specimen directly in the process of experiment under high static load and frequent dynamic disturbance. According to the research of Zuo et al. [42] , there is a linear relationship between the rock strain rate and loading rate under combined dynamic and static loading.
ey are also proved that strain rate and loading rate play an equal role in characterizing the mechanical properties of rock materials under combined loading. erefore, it is feasible to infer the strain rate of the specimen by surveying the loading rate. Because dynamic strain rate is the time derivative about dynamic strain, the laws of the strain rate can be acquired by studying the dynamic strain during impact. Figure 6 draws several groups of typical dynamic straintime curves of siltstone in the static axial stress of 35 MPa, and the figures on curves represent label numbers of impact disturbance. is figure shows that dynamic strain slowly reaches a maximum at first and then deceases gradually with the time. According to dynamic strain-time curves, the maximum strain of the specimen occurs at the stage of the time dropping from 140 μs to 160 μs in the process of each dynamic disturbance.
is feature indicates that the deformation may be companied with germination and propagation of microcracks in rock. When the dynamic stress decreases to the preexisted static stress in specimen, the specimen instantaneously presents a steady state in the first place and then the deformation begins to recover; that is, the phenomenon of resilience appears after the peak dynamic stress-strain curve.
erefore, there is a decreasing phenomenon of dynamic strain in the late stage of dynamic strain-time curves. Advances in Civil Engineering Figure 6 also shows that there is an obvious linear growth of dynamic stress-strain curves before dynamic peak strain. And the slope of this straight line is a constant, namely, strain rate of specimen on the basis of the loaded principle of constant strain rate. us, the strain rate of specimen can be obtained indirectly under each dynamic disturbance.
e relationship between strain rate and impact times under the corresponding static axial stress is drawn in Figure 7 . Figure 7 shows that the strain rate rises linearly with the increase of impact times. Because the strain rate is the time derivative of the corresponding dynamic strain, the enlargement of the strain rate presents the increase of deformation in unit time. In the dynamic load produced by a certain air pressure, the strain gradually increases with the increasing impact times, which indicates that the speed of microcracks of germination, branch, extension, and connection in specimen becomes faster and the damage of rock becomes more serious.
e ability of resisting external disturbance reduces further and finally the specimen breaks. Figure 8 is a typical dynamic stress-strain curve with resilience strain. To make it clear to analyze dynamic parameters, some dynamic parameters are defined as follows. In the process of one impact, the maximum dynamic stress and strain are defined as peak dynamic stress, σ max , and maximum strain, ε max , respectively; after the impact, the finally nonrecoverable strain is defined as residual strain, ε z , and the recovery strain is resilient strain, ε h : 
Law of Maximum Strain and Resilient Strain.
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(4) Figure 9 shows the relationship between the maximum strain and strain rate under different high static stress and frequent dynamic disturbance. When the static axial pressure is invariable, the maximum strain rises with the increasing strain rate.
erefore, it can be considered that increasing strain rate intensifies the germination, extension, and connection of microcracks and aggravates the damage of rock, leading to the reduction of resistance of rock to external impact. Figure 9 also shows that strain rate increases on the whole with the increasing static axial pressure, as well as the maximum strain. Consequently, high static prepressure intensifies the damage in the specimen, so it is easier for dynamic disturbance to cause the branch, extension of original microcracks, and germinate new microcracks under high static stress. Figure 10 is the regularity of resilient strain and strain rate, which shows that resilient strain increases with the increase of the strain rate, when the static axial stress is 35 MPa, 45 MPa, and 55 MPa, respectively. It indicates that the original microcracks branch and extend in a small degree, so the macroscopical destruction has not happened yet at these static axial compressions. Generally speaking, the stored elastic energy in specimen increases with the increasing strain rate, as well as the elastic deformation. When the dynamic stress drops to be less than the internally stored elastic force, part of the elastic deformation recovers, namely, the phenomenon of resilient strain appears.
However, the resilient strain decreases with the increasing strain rate under the static axial stress of 65 MPa. e main reason is that the macrofractures have occurred in the specimen under this static axial stress; as a consequence, the ability to resist external impact of rock reduces because of the developing connecting microcracks. With the increase of the strain rate, the damage of specimen increases, the inner stored elastic energy and elastic deformation decreases. erefore, when the dynamic stress drops to be less than the internally preexisted elastic force, the resilient strain will reduce. Figure 11 shows the relationship between dynamic peak stress and strain rate under high static stress and frequent dynamic disturbance.
Law of Dynamic Peak Stress.
e dynamic peak stress reduces with the increasing strain Advances in Civil Engineering 7 rate in a certain static axial stress. e strain rate increases with the times of dynamic disturbance, corresponding to the aggravation of damage of rock; thus, the ability of rock to resist external dynamic disturbance reduces. Figure 11 also shows that dynamic peak stress decreases on the whole with the increasing static axial stress.
e main reason is that high prestatic stress makes the status of internal microcracks change in some degrees, such as germination and extension of new microcracks, which prompt rock to rupture in the macroscopic direction.
With the increasing strain rate, the reductive speed of dynamic peak stress is comparatively faster under the static axial stress of 35 MPa, 45 MPa, and 55 MPa. is indicates that the static axial stress loaded in advance makes the extension of internal microcracks in the initial stage; consequently, the specimen becomes more sensitive to dynamic disturbance, and dynamic strength decreases quickly because of the rapid development and expansion of microcracks. However, the reductive speed of dynamic peak stress is relatively slow with the rising strain rate under the static axial stress of 65 MPa. is is because the microcracks in the specimen are more developed under this higher preaxial stress; the dynamic peak stress has been in a low state, and the strain rate rises faster with the increasing times of dynamic disturbance.
e specimen is in a critical state of macroscopical rupture in which dynamic strength reduces drastically under the higher prestatic axial compressive stress.
Law of Dynamic Deformation Modulus.
e computational method of dynamic deformation modulus under high static stress and frequent dynamic disturbance has not been defined clearly so far. At present, secant modulus, the second category of secant modulus [43] , and deformation modulus of the loading section [44] are adopted to express dynamic deformation modulus. In order to reduce the errors or discreteness and reflect the variation of deformation in the loading phase under dynamic disturbance, an average of the three types of modulus is used as a dynamic deformation modulus of rock. e method of the determination of the average is shown in Figure 12 .
e calculation formula (5) of dynamic deformation modulus can be derived from Figure 12 :
where E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , and E d are the secant modulus, the second category of secant modulus, the deformation modulus of the loading section, and the dynamic deformation modulus, respectively; σ d is the peak stress, while σ d50 is the half of peak stress; ε d is the peak strain, while ε d50 is the corresponding strain of σ d50 ; α is the angle between tangent line of the point of σ d50 and ε-axis. In order to verify the rationality of formula (5) to determine the dynamic deformation modulus of rocks, the values of E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , and E d were compared and analyzed, as shown in Figure 13 .
In Figure 13 , the dynamic deformation modulus of rock is determined by four methods, and they all decrease with the increase of accumulative impact times. By analyzing the linear fitting formula of dynamic deformation modulus, it is found that E d has the best fitting effect, and its fitting parameter value is 0.943. It shows that the discreteness of rock deformation modulus can be effectively reduced by using formula (5) to calculate dynamic deformation modulus of rock. At the same time, E 1 , E 2 , and E 3 can only reflect the deformation modulus of the rock, which is the deformation modulus at a certain stage before the peak stress of the dynamic stress-strain curve.
erefore, the error is large when it is used to measure the dynamic deformation modulus of the rock in the whole stage before the dynamic peak stress. However, the method to determine dynamic deformation modulus of rock in Figure 13 and formula (5) comprehensively considers all stages, which can effectively reflect the deformation characteristics of rock under dynamic impact load in the whole stage. From the above, the method of calculating dynamic deformation modulus of rock in Figure 13 and formula (5) are reasonable. erefore, this method is selected to calculate dynamic deformation modulus of rock and analyze the relationship between the calculated value and strain rate. Figure 14 shows the relationship between dynamic deformation modulus and strain rate under the static axial stress of 35 MPa, 45 MPa, 55 MPa, and 65 MPa. Dynamic deformation modulus decreases with the increase of the strain rate under a certain static axial compressive stress, and its reductive tendency is linear. e increase of the strain rate means that the increase of deformation velocity and the increase of extension, connection, and generation of internal microcracks. As a result, dynamic strength rapidly reduces in a constant dynamic disturbance, and deformation is more easily generated. Figure 14 also shows that dynamic deformation modulus decreases on the whole with the increasing static axial stress. It indicates that the ability of resisting external dynamic disturbance is affected under a different high static stress. 8 Advances in Civil Engineering e higher the prestatic axial stress is, the more the microcracks in specimen generated, the weaker the ability of resisting external dynamic disturbance becomes. e constringent strain is larger under the same dynamic disturbance; namely, the strain rate is bigger, which means the dynamic deformation modulus is smaller in the meantime. Figure 15 is the relationship between accumulative times of dynamic disturbance and high prestatic axial stress under high static stress and frequent dynamic disturbance. It shows that the times of dynamic disturbance decrease with the increase of prestatic axial stress.
Relationship between Accumulative Times of Dynamic Disturbance and Prestatic Axial Stress.
is indicates that a different static axial compressive stress will cause different degrees and characteristics of damage of rock. us, the dynamic strength of rock decreases, as well as the ability of resisting dynamic disturbance.
rough polynomial fitting to the accumulative impact times of dynamic disturbance and axial stress in Figure 15 , the relationship of a quadratic polynomial with one variable can be obtained. And the value of fitting R 2 is 0.9966, so the fitting effect is relatively better. e relation of accumulative dynamic disturbance times and static axial stress is defined as formula (6) , which is used to predict the times of dynamic disturbance that the rock can withstand in a certain static axial compressive stress and dynamic disturbance produced by a certain air pressure: where a, b, and c are the constants that needed to be determined by means of test; N and σ are variables and expresses accumulative impact times and static axial stress, respectively; σ c is the uniaxial compressive strength of rock sample; and P d is the impact load.
Conclusions
(1) e dynamic stress before dynamic peak stress increases with the increase of dynamic strain in two variational trends of linearity and nonlinearity under a different static axial stress. In addition, with the increasing impact times, the resilient deformation appears in different degrees after dynamic peak stress. (2) e strain rate of rock is approximately constant in the process of each impact and increases linearly with the increase of times of dynamic disturbance. (3) With the increase of the strain rate, the maximum strain rises. When prestatic axial stress does not make the inner microcracks connect, both the strength of rock and the inner stored elastic energy are relatively large; therefore, both the restorable elastic deformation and resilient strain are relatively large in later period of unloading. (4) Both the dynamic peak stress and dynamic deformation modulus reduce with the increase of the strain rate, which indicates that damage of rock is aggravated with the increase of the strain rate. e inner microcracks undergo the phases of germination, extension, and connection, so the dynamic impact strength decreases gradually, and the rock appears macroscopical destroy eventually. (5) When the static axial stress rises, accumulative times of dynamic disturbance reduce obviously, and the relation between them is a quadratic equation with one variable.
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